NOTES FOR AUTHORS
1.

The New Zealand Law Review is published quarterly by the Legal Research Foundation, and is
widely regarded as New Zealand’s leading law review.

2.

The Review includes articles, and regular reviews of major areas of law written by specialist
contributing editors.

3.

The Review welcomes the submission of articles. The Review is a refereed journal. Submissions
will be assessed by experts in the relevant field; the Editors’ usual practice is to obtain two such
reviews. Peer review is on an anonymous basis. The Editors’ decisions as to acceptance are
final.

4.

The Editors will not consider articles that have been published elsewhere or are concurrently
under consideration for publication elsewhere. Authors should confirm this is not the case
when making submissions.

5.

Please submit articles by email to the editors, as an email attachment in Word format. Articles
should –

6.

7.

•

include an abstract of approximately 150 words, and a short statement of the author’s
current affiliations and any other relevant personal details;

•

comply with the New Zealand Law Style Guide (Third Edition), available online at
http://www.lawfoundation.org.nz/style-guide/; and

•

be 8,000 – 13,000 words in length (including all footnotes).

Authors whose articles are accepted for publication –

•

receive a copy of the relevant journal part and a PDF offprint (which is not to be posted
online);

•

agree to assign to the publisher their rights to payments distributed by reproduction rights
organizations in relation to the Review; and

•

agree to license the publisher to publish articles appearing in the Review through online
databases operated by third parties such as Lexis.com and HeinOnline, and to offer articles
for sale online (as well as in print) individually or as an online subscription.

Correspondence for the Editors may be sent to:
Michael Littlewood or Katherine Sanders
m.littlewood@auckland.ac.nz or k.sanders@auckland.ac.nz
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